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WHY WE STARTED THIS

WHY

T

he world is changing, people are
changing. A recent survey of young
people found that over 74% of them
wanted more than a job, they want to feel like
their work matters, they want to make a
difference, an impact. Not only this, but the
day to day grind of corporate life, buy the
house, get married by 25, work 40 years, get
a pension, retire, is no longer an accepted
model. Young people want more autonomy,
they're doing things differently.
But most importantly we see a world where
individuals are choosing to make a difference
through their work. They want to make the
world a better place. They want to make an
impact. And the thing is, no matter what your
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interests or passions are, you can directly
contribute, in some meaningful way, albeit
small, to at least one of the Global
Sustainable Development Goals.
We’d like to see a world where the same
“business system” that has largely been
blamed for our social and environmental
problems is the very system fixing these
problems. But it takes people, passionate
people to start building the businesses of the
future. Social entrepreneurs, like you!
So come join us, be part of the new
generation of social entrepreneurs. And we
want to hear from you, join our network,
share your ideas.

WHAT IS
SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

For our purposes and the purposes of this guide,
we would define social entrepreneurship as:
• A business or organisation that has a clear
social and or environmental purpose or
mission behind their work.
• Income is mostly generated by trade / business
principles but for our purposes, we don’t fully
exclude donations or sponsorships.
• Profits are reinvested into the business and
cause.
• The social or environmental cause is the main
beneficiary and purpose for existence, not
shareholders.
• Autonomous and not controlled by the state or
other organisations.
• Open, transparent and accountable.
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IF YOU’RE WORKING ON
SOMETHING DRIVEN BY PASSION
AND CREATING SOLUTIONS TO
SOCIAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS, WHILST STILL MAKING
SOME PROFIT, GREAT JOB, YOU’RE
A SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR!

IS THIS RIGHT FOR YOU?

W

e’re not talking multi-million
rand business plans or giving
you the formula to unlock
millions of rands from investors. We are
giving you a step by step approach to
starting your first side hustle, that small
business idea you have been brewing over
for months or that organisation doing
great things that you’ve always wanted to
start but just didn’t know how.
We’re looking for people who want to control
their own lives BUT also want to make a
positive impact on our planet and are not
sure how. People who want to start a
business, who want to control their own
destinies, people who want to find ways to
make extra cash but also do more than just
make money, people who want to help
others, who want to make our world a better
place in their own small way, people who
follow a bigger calling.
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WHETHER IT IS AROUND
LIGHTING UP THE WORLD WITH
YOUR CREATIVITY OR SHARING
YO U R PA S S I O N F O R N AT U R E O R
EXPOSING PEOPLE TO
SOMETHING NEW OR EVEN
SOMETHING WHICH JUST HELPS
MAKES SOMEONE ELSE’S LIFE A
BIT SIMPLER, EASIER, MORE
E N R I C H E D… . .T H E N Y O U ’ R E T H E
KIND OF PERSON THIS IS
PA C KA G E D F O R .

IS THIS RIGHT FOR YOU?
You’ve been thinking about starting your own business or non
profit organisation but just never quite know where to start?
Do you have something you’re passionate about and love /
love doing? Something you want to share with others?
Do you want to leave a positive impact on the people around
you, your community, nature, animals or our planet?

01

02

Are you willing to learn new skills, driven and committed,
willing to try new things, take a risk and jump in to make
things happen?

03

Have you been thinking about doing something for a while
but just didn’t know where to start or worried your idea isn’t
good enough?
Do you have an idea or a skill but have no idea how to turn it
into a business? Are you willing to start small and grow
organically?
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DEALING WITH FAILURE….
IMPROVISE, ADAPT, OVERCOME

W

e debated whether to put this
up front in the beginning or the
end. We opted for the
beginning because fear is the most likely
thing to hold you back and stop you from
proceeding.
Fear of failure, fear of things that may go
wrong, fear of what other people will think.
Here’s the bad news, you’re going to have to
deal with all these things. But the good news
is, no one else will really care or even notice.
On a day to day basis, starting you own
business and even more so when running
your own business, fear will be a constant
companion.
You’re going to have things that will worry
you, things that will keep you up at night and
need to do things that will be scary
(especially the first time you try it…..but this is
a reality of life rather than a reality of starting
a business.
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On our two week program, we do a
snorkelling with sharks excursion as a lesson
in dealing with fear. Once we have partipants
in the water with wild sharks all around them,
they quickly learn that things that seem
terrifying are not really that bad. The
information you had that made you fearful in
the first place, was probably bad or
incomplete information and fear is far easier
to deal with when you have someone close
by to talk you through it.

THINK ABOUT ALL THE THINGS
THAT SCARE YOU, WHAT’S THE
VERY WORST CASE SCENARIO?
IT’S SELDOM AS BAD AS YOU
IMAGINE AND WE’RE HERE TO
TALK THROUGH THESE WORRIES
AND FEARS YOU IF YOU NEED!

MAKING THE COMMITMENT DON’T START HALF COOKED

T

here are no half measures when
starting a new social enterprise. It
requires commitment and a hunger
to do it. A sense of urgency, consistently
building on each day’s progress.

sense of self worth and confidence dwindling
the longer you go without doing what your
heart is telling you to do. The lifestyle you
want, the impact you can make on our planet
and people’s lives?

A typical conversation we would have with
someone when deciding to start something
is around the risks and all the things that
person would stand to lose if things don’t
work out. A fair concern.

BY NOT STARTING, BY NOT

But we prefer to flip this a little and focus on
what you stand to lose if you do not start
something. Work out the value your business
could bring you after a year of work? How
much time is lost with each month you
procrastinate and put things off? Your own
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MAKING A 100% COMMITMENT
TO DOING THIS, YOU’RE
P R O B A B LY R I S K I N G A W H O L E LOT
MORE THAN WHAT YOU’RE
R I S K I N G I F YO U FA I L .
Let’s look at what you stand to lose…..

MAKING THE COMMITMENT. LET’S ASSUME FOR A MINUTE OR
TWO, WE’RE FIVE YEARS DOWN THE ROAD AND YOUR VENTURE
HAS BEEN INSANELY SUCCESSFUL, EVERYTHING HAS GONE
ACCORDING TO PLAN. FINANCES, TIME, IMPACTS, IT’S ALL GONE
ACCORDING TO PLAN …..

01

How do you feel having that first cup
of coffee of the day, preparing to
climb into your own work?
_________________________________

How do you feel about the impacts
you’ve made from your venture, the
people, the places, the causes that
are benefiting from your business?
_________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

How does your business and office
look? What will your work day
involve? how to you feel being 100%
in charge of your day?
_________________________________

How much are you being rewarded
financially, how’s your home feel,
where is it, where are you travelling
on holiday?
_________________________________

02

03

04

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

BY NOT COMMITTING…..ARE YOU WILLING TO PUT THIS AT RISK? NOT REACHING YOUR
DREAMS AND GOALS BECAUSE YOU JUST DIDN’T TRY ..… NOW THAT’S BIG RISK
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IT ALL STARTS WITH AN IDEA

E

very good business starts with an
idea. Maybe you have an idea that
needs refining, maybe you have no
idea. We’d still like you to start here ….day
dream and dream big….and from here,
every time we say business, we also mean
a small side hustle, we also mean a non
profit or similar organisation. It doesn’t
matter what you’re doing, the same
principles will always apply and if you
apply sound basic business principles,
w h e t h e r i t ’ s a s m a l l n o n p r o fi t
organisation, a part time side hustle or the
next big thing ….success is rooted in the
same soil.

We’ve seen this scenario many times, you
have an idea but have no idea how to start or
how it can make a profit. This is a good place
to be, why? Because chances are, if you have
no idea how your business can make a profit,
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it probably means you’ve not seen anything
like this in the market place before and
therefore, maybe a golden opportunity,
something that someone else has not done
yet?
Or you have a passion but have no idea how
it could be crafted into a business model.
This is worth nurturing and looking at from a
slightly different angle. Let’s go back to the
basics a bit before we start brewing that
grand idea.

WHO ARE YOU AND WHAT’S
IMPORTANT TO YOU? YOU’RE NOT
B U I L D I N G A B U S I N E S S T O D A Y,
YOU’RE EXPLORING WHAT YOU
WOULD LOVE TO DO AND LEAVE
I T AT T H AT.

I Am

WHO ARE YOU?

I’m really good at
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

If you were a “product”
like a car or a
gadget….what words
would you use to sell
yourself, why would someone buy
you?
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
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I really enjoy doing
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

I’m passionate about
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

GETTING YOUR MOTIVATION
RIGHT ….THE WHY

G

et your motivation for starting a
social enterprise right. The rest will
follow.

You have no idea for a business but you do
have an idea of what you would like to
achieve and an idea of how you want to help
people or the planet? Let’s work backwards
from this, list the things you want to achieve
from this and the benefits you (not your
undecided business idea) can provide for
people, nature, your community?
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is very clear. Being in nature is the greatest,
simplest tool to bring out your creativity and
access parts of your brain you normally don’t
work with.
At this stage, all you want to do is have some
ideas, testing that idea and crafting it into a
useful business model, we’ll do that later.
Don’t worry about questions like “who will
buy this” or “is there enough demand” or
“someone else has done it already” ….just
get an idea.

Now go out into nature and do nothing. Yes,
you heard right. Don’t overthink it, just let it
simmer in the background. We do highly
recommend doing this simmering process
during a time where you have few other
distractions (this is the purpose of the five
day wilderness experience we have on our
other programs ….undistracted time to
explore your ideas)

MOST PEOPLE HAVE AN IDEA AND

Spend a day on the beach without your
phone or anything, just you and your
notebook or set up a comfy spot in the
garden, just get outdoors, relax and day
dream. The research and science behind this

FORGET THE DANGERS, THE

OUR BRAINS ARE VERY GOOD
SURVIVAL TOOLS, OUR BRAINS
WILL ALWAYS LEAD US TO THE
DANGERS IN THE IDEA BEFORE
THE OPPORTUNITIES IN AN IDEA.
IT’S JUST HOW MOST OF US ARE.
RISKS, JUST GET AN IDEA IN
Y O U R M I N D.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR REASONS ….WHY

Why do you want to start a social
enterprise?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

What change to you want to see in the
world?
__________________________________________________________________

Think of a tree, flowers
provide food, roots keep
the soil in tact, fruit
provides food, the leaves
provide shade. It’s home to
a community of animals
and insects.
If you were the “tree” in your
community, what roles do you
play, how does your community
benefit from you being there?

__________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________

How can you help make this change in even
the smallest way?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________
_______________________________

BREWING YOUR IDEA….SLOW AND
STRONG LIKE A GOOD CUPPA
COFFEE

A
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ll ideas have legs, it’s just a
question of packaging it correctly.
There are many examples of
ridiculous ideas that have been a massive
success ….and grand ideas that have
flopped.

A good idea should be able to answer the
next set of questions quite easily ….this is
however not an hour exercise, it should take
you a day or two, craft these answers to
perfection and keep the answers short and
sharp (you’ll see why later)

How feasible is your idea / the ideas you’ve
come up with? Well, if you ask us, any idea is
feasible. Go and Google “pet rock” ….some
guy started selling pet rocks online and has
made a fortune. Or have a look at the folks
who have a weekly “cool socks” subscription
service or the guys who sold potatoes with
birthday messages on …..these are all
ridiculously wild ideas but somehow, these
people found a way to make it work. This is
why we say, nothing is impossible, you can
find an angle for everything ESPECIALLY If
you’re adding value.

We’d also like to caution you against sharing
your idea too far and wide at this stage.
We’ve seen so many good ideas dowsed with
cold water the moment you tell a friend or
family member. If you must bounce your idea
around, do it with someone you trust or
someone who has actually done what you’re
planning. Give us a call, we’ll happily explore
with you if you need a neutral ear.

SOME ADVICE ON TAKING ADVICE

O

K, we want to brace a
potentially tricky topic,
something many people
could very well vehemently
disagree with.
Before I start, most people want the
best for you, they’re giving advice
because they care, they want to help,
they want to see you succeed. Much
like I am now. Ultimately, what you do
with that advice is up to you and no
one else.
Something I have learned over the
years though, is that most advice is
often forthcoming from people who
have NOT actually done what they’re
advising on. Say you’re thinking of

becoming a game ranger, loads of
people will tell you that there is no
money in this business, you’re going to
be poor, it’s not a proper job.
Have any of those people actually run
a business like you’re planning? Have
any of them actually tried it? Throw
around the idea of starting your own
business and out of the woodwork will
come a small army of people telling
you how difficult it is, how many
businesses fail each year, how you
need this plan and that plan or how it’s
b e e n d o n e b e f o r e . * Ya w n *
Guaranteed, not one of these people
will be a successful self-employed
business person.

TAKE ADVICE FROM EXPERTS
IN THEIR FIELDS. ASK
PEOPLE WHO HAVE
ACT UA L LY D O N E W H AT
YOU'RE SEEKING ADVICE
ON. BE WEARY OF ADVICE
FROM PEOPLE WHO ADVISE
ON SUBJECTS THEY DON’T
ACT UA L LY K N O W O R W H O
D O N ’ T R E A L LY K N O W W H O
YOU ARE!
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BREWING YOUR GRAND IDEA

?
YOUR IDEA ___________________________
IN LESS
___________________________
THAN 20
WORDS ___________________________
___________________________

WHO WILL
YOUR
CUSTOMERS
OR
SUPPORTERS
BE?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

WHAT DO
YOU THINK
YOU COULD
CHARGE FOR
THIS?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________
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BREWING YOUR GRAND IDEA

?

?
WHAT ___________________________
PROBLEM
___________________________
DO YOU
SOLVE AND ___________________________
HOW?

WHAT MAKES
YOUR IDEA
DIFFERENT
FROM
OTHERS?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

WHAT MAJOR
HURDLES ARE
STOPPING
YOU FROM
DOING THIS
NOW?

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________
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TESTING YOUR IDEAS….LIGHT THE
FUSE OR DON’T LIGHT THE FUSE?

I
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t’s time get a spot deeper into the
feasibility of things. Let’s be realistic
and get a goal in mind of how you’d like
to benefit from this financially. A good
social entrepreneur doesn't just think
about profit BUT a successful social
entrepreneur also understands that
without profit, you’re dead in the water.
…..help yourself and you can help others.

different pricing options, different costs,
volume of sales, all these things will influence
your feasibility.

Ok, so let's say your goal is a small R10 000
per month. Now look at “how much can you
charge for this service” and take the R10 000
and divide it by how much you can charge
(again don’t worry, we can explore the
costing aspects further, for now, we’re just
testing the feasibility of things)
It’s worth unpacking various scenarios (excel
can be very useful for doing this) look at

CUSTOMERS / SALES WOULD I

WHAT YOU WANT TO GET DOWN
TO IS THE ANSWER TO THIS
QUESTION ….IN ITS BROADEST
FORM, AT X PRICE, HOW MANY
NEED EVERY DAY TO REACH MY
GOAL? WHEN YOU BREAK IT
D O W N T O X P E R D A Y, I T A L W A Y S
STARTS SOUNDING A LOT MORE
REALISTIC.

TESTING YOUR IDEAS
EXAMPLE 1: MARY’S
TOURIST MAP

Let's say Mary’s idea is making a tourist map to help people explore the
beautiful places in her home city. She can sell advertising in the map for
say R1 000 a square. She needs R20 000 to design and print the map as
a free handout to tourists. So she has to sell 20 adverts to break even.
So if Mary wants R10 000 profit for herself, she needs to sell 20 adverts
to cover costs plus another 10 adverts to make up her profit, sounds
Costs
Map Printing

R 20 000

Total Costs

R 20 000

All these numbers can be adjusted, the important question
will be around the value Mary offers people for buying an
advert! With enough value she could charge R5000 her
advert Work the numbers!

Costs

Income
Advert sales (each)

Mary also has a few other options. She could opt to print a
smaller map and only half the amount, that would mean her
profit if she sold 30 adverts would go up as her cost for
printing would go down. Another option Mary could take it to
charge R1500 per advert then she only needs to sell 14
adverts to make a profit.

R 1 000

Sells 20 advert blocks

R 0 profit

Sells 30 advert blocks

R 10 000 profit

Sells 35 advert blocks

R 15 000 profit

There is a danger here that Mary could have an
inferior map quality or offering to her advertisers
too. It’s always worthwhile to explore options in
depth and carefully consider value

Map Printing (half size and run)

R 10 000

Total Costs

R 10 000

Income
Advert sales (each)

R 1 500

Sells 14 advert blocks @R1500

R 11 000 profit

Sells 20 advert blocks @R1500

R 20 000 profit
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TESTING YOUR IDEAS
EXAMPLE 2: SALLY’S
ORGANIC PRODUCTS
Or how about Sally, she’s passionate about healthy living and getting people to
support plastic free and organic lifestyles. Sally delivers healthy hand made meals to
people. She makes say R50 off each meal and the average customer buys 2 meals ,
Sally would have to sell 200 meals a month to make a revenue of R20 000, with R10
000 as overhead costs and R10 000 profit.
Or in Sally’s example, she could charge more per meal and only sell 100 to make her
R10 000 target or make only R25 per meal and sell 400 meals a month. In this
scenario she would need to sell just 13 meals a day to reach her target. She could
also make her meals so super special and so super delicious and so super unique
that she could easily make R100 profit per meal, this means she would only have to
sell 3 meals a day at that rate.
So if Sally charges R100 for a meal that costs her R50
to make, she would only need 300 customers a month
to make R15 000 profit. That’s 10 meals a day. That
sounds very doable.
Of course this does not include costs like marketing or
maybe the costs to transport the meals but you get the
idea. Basically, this business looks like it’s got some
potential but it will be all up to Sally to find those 10
customers each day!

Costs

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Cost per meal

R 50

R 75

R 100

Cost

R 50

R 75

R 100

R 100

R 150

R 200

Profit 100 meals a month

R 5 000

R 7 500

R 10 000

Profit 200 meals a month

R 10 000

R 15 000

R 20 000

Profit 300 meals a month

R 15 000

R 22 500

R 30 000

Income
Price of meals
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TESTING YOUR IDEAS
EXAMPLE 3: NON
PROFIT
Or let’s say you want to start a non-profit that trains school teachers in something like
early childhood development, you’re totally reliant on donations. You need to raise
R5000 for every teacher you work with.
You want to work with 10 teachers a month. You could get a business to adopt a
teacher, in which case you would just have to find one new supporter every three or
four days. Or you could have a crowd sourcing platform which would just need to
have 7 people donate R250 per day. There’s a lot you can work around this sort of
scenario but the principle is the same.

Get it down to a raw per day format and things
get simpler. Raising R50 000 a month sounds
like a huge task, but getting seven people per
day to donate R250 to a good cause, now that’s
a lot simpler isn’t it?
Look at the example on the right, if this
organisation found just one or two businesses
a week to support them and reached out to 10
individuals a day, they would make double
their target.

Costs

Option 1

10 Teachers Supported

R 50 000

Cost

R 50 000

Income
Business Sponsorships at say 5 business adopting one
teacher a month

R 25 000

Individual Donations at say 10 people donating R250
each day

R 75 000

Combined

R 100 000
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TESTING YOUR IDEAS
WHAT’S YOUR SCENARIO?
What is your ideal / envisaged target per month income total _____________(A)
What would you charge per service / product / donation amount? _________(B)
Realistically how many customers could you expect each day? ____________ (C)

Now take A and divide by B = _____________________________
Now take B and multiply it by C = _________________________

Does A divided by B give you a similar value to C?
Does B multiple by C give you a similar value to A?
If they do, you’re onto something!

Get your targets down to a
week or a day. It’s a lot
easier to test how practical
your idea is. Selling 12 000
items a year is speculation.
Selling 33 items every day or
4 an hour, that’s a far less
speculative and a more
realistic number to be
working with.
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TESTING YOUR IDEAS
YOUR SCENARIO

Now try this, brainstorm who, where, how you can find your first 10 customers,
people you know, businesses you know, friends, anyone, anywhere you know? If
you can find a way to secure your first 10 customers, there’s probably a similar
route getting to your next 10 000 customers.
1. _______________________________________

6. _______________________________________

2. _______________________________________

7. _______________________________________

3. _______________________________________

8. _______________________________________

4. _______________________________________

9. _______________________________________

5. _______________________________________

10. _______________________________________

Can you see value, can you envisage a path to reaching your first 10 customers or supporters? So how are
you feeling? Does this have legs, doable? Testing your feasibility is a tricky thing and the crux of all your
planning going forward. We’re really keen to help, share your numbers with us, we’d be very keen to
explore these and unpack scenarios with you!
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PLANNING, IT IS IMPORTANT BUT NOT ALL
IT’S CUT OUT TO BE

B

usiness plans …..I dare you
to find me one successful
entrepreneur who wrote and
followed an exact business plan.
It’s rare. And we don’t like overly
complicated plans and here is why:

go according to plan. We prefer a
clear direction and clear goals to a
plan. You can always change your
approach to reaching a goal but you
need to be adaptable, flexible,
responsive.

Most banks or financing entities will
ask for a business plan because they
want to see you have given your idea
due consideration. But for day to day
use, it’s not the most valuable thing
you can do.

Most people never get past the
planning phase. A first time business
plan will probably give you more
reasons to not follow through than
positives. By having a rigid plan, it
can also make you complacent, you
have a plan, just follow the plan, all
will be OK. No it won’t. Plans never

Few things ever go according to plan
you have to be adaptable, you’re
going to learn a lot along the way,
you’re going to have challenges and
opportunities you could never dream
of or plan for. Your survival depends
on how you respond to those
challenges.

We’d far rather you spent time
planning your next week and next
months goals in detail rather than
drawing up a long complex business
plan …..which I can assure you will
not pan out the way you have it
written, that’s a virtual guarantee.
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PLANNING, SOME BRUTAL
(AND NOT SO BRUTAL) REALITIES

YOU’LL
CHANGE

You will change, you will grow,
you will be a different person.
The person you are now, the
things you value, the vision
you have for yourself, this will
all change, I promise you. The
person you will be 5, 10, 15
years from now will be very
different to the person you are
now.

PLANS
CHANGE

The fact is, no matter how
much you plan and how much
you expect your business to
go in a specific direction, it
probably won’t. A successful
business, no matter what field
it is in, will be about spotting
those opportunities and
grabbing them. Doors open
in the most unusual places.

PLANS
ARE
FINITE

Best case scenario, it’ll
probably take you several
years to even begin thinking
“you’ve made it” – It’s an
uncomfortable fact. But at that
point, you’ll have new dreams
and new goals. Planning is
something you need to do
everyday, 24/7. Not a once off
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LET'S LOOK AT SOME BUSINESS GOALS, DO THEY LEAD YOU TO WHERE
YOU WANT TO GO? ARE THEY FEASIBLE? ALWAYS REMEMBER, MOST
ENTREPRENURS WAY OVER ESTIMATE WHAT THEY CAN DO IN A YEAR
AND WAY UNDERESTIMATE WHAT THEY CAN DO IN TEN YEARS.

What do you need to achieve to consider
this venture successful?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

How will this look, describe your day, your
office, your daily activities?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Go back to those personal goals on Page 9
…..does this bought you closer to achieving
these?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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SOME PLANNING …..YOUR TO DO
LIST

O

K, so we do have to do some
planning. Let’s think about some
things you’ll need. Spend a day
brainstorming around these things and
again, don’t worry if it’s something
complicated or something you’re not sure
where to get, there’s always a solution.
Create your “to do and needs” list. This could
include things like a website, or perhaps a
company logo, it should definitely include
things like opening a bank account and
getting your company legally registered (see
later sections on the how) - this should also
include suppliers (if you need someone to
make something for you or supply specific
products) it could include some first business
relationship you need to forge or some
licensing or new skill you’ll need to first learn
etc… Your list may include the need for some
funds to purchase an important piece of
equipment or similar ….if it’s financial in
nature be sure to hop along to the next

section where we unpack some of these
needs a bit.
We have no idea of what will crop up on your
list, but we suggest ordering this list into the
“easy simple things” you know you have
under control at the top and as you go down,
the more complicated things that you’re
unsure about solving.
This is a particular area we want to be able to
brainstorm with you. It’s the tricky things on
this list that often put a good idea to bed and
people do not proceed because they have
hit a roadblock, something on the list they
just don’t know how to solve or where to get
it. Don’t sweat, there’s always a way through
(or around) these challenges, it just
sometimes needs some lateral thinking.

YOUR PLANNING LIST
Tools, Equipment, Essentials You’re Going
To Need?

Where can you get this, what options do
you have?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Information You’re Going To Need Or
Questions You Need Answered?

Who do you know that could help you sort
through this?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Skills or People To Help You’re Going To
Need?

Where can you learn these skills yourself or
get help?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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What items on your list can you complete
right now?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

What items on your list could you complete
in the next week?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

What could you complete within the next
month?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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TICKING OFF YOUR TO DO LIST

S

o at this point, we’d love you to reach
out and share your challenges with us
and lets explore ways to overcome
them. Here are also some other alternatives to
solving possible challenges you may come up
against.
If you have something on your list that you do not
know how to do or how to solve, try a simple
Google Search for “How do I xxxxxxxxxx” or
“where to find a xxxxx” - mix up the phrasing of
your question, add in a specific location. You’ll be
amazed at how much is freely available online as a
possible solution to your problem. At worst, this
approach will lead to some fresh ideas and fresh
thinking.
Take the top two or three things that are
bothering you or that you do not know how to

solve and ask yourself “who do I know who can
help with this?” ……you’ll almost always know
someone, somewhere. And we find people that
are experts in their fields are almost always happy
to share advice and help out where they can.
Ask yourself, does this need to be solved now, is it
something you can solve, work on, improve and
figure out as you go along? Quite often it is.
For many of us, we have a mental block that just
says “I can’t do that” …..for example, our earlier
example of Mary’s tourist map, perhaps Mary is
thinking, I’ve never done a map before, I know
nothing about graphic design, I can’t do this. Well
Mary, you can do this, just find a graphic designer
who knows about designing maps. Ok says Mary,
but I don’t have enough cash to pay an
experienced graphic designer. Well then Mary, go

find a graphic designer, tell them about your idea
and offer to share 25% of all advertising revenues
with them in exchange for working on the project?

A S K Y O U R S E L F, I S T H I S A R E A L
PROBLEM, A REAL CHALLENGE OR A
MENTAL BLOCK / MENTAL CHALLENGE?
SPEAK TO US, WE’RE HERE TO HELP
S O LV E T H E S E P R O B L E M S . W E
REINFORCE THIS POINT BECAUSE IT’S
WHERE MOST PEOPLE GET STUCK AND
G I V E U P. A N D G I V I N G U P W H E N A
SOLUTION IS JUST AROUND THE
CORNER IS KIND OF BLEAK WOULDN'T
YOU SAY?
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FINANCE & BUDGETING ….#$@*&*
NUMBERS

A

hhhh the big question (excuse) I
can’t start this business idea
because I do not have enough
money for xyz.
That’s often true and a real scenario for some
businesses. But this is again, one of those
areas we encourage you to speak to us and
let’s solve together. There’s always a solution.
But before we start, here are some financial
principles for a small social enterprise which
we feel are important.
• As far as you can, don’t go into masses of
debt ….paying back loans will be a
burden on your business for a long time.
• Don’t employee people unless you know
without any doubt that you can pay them
into the long term. And don’t rely on
employees to solve your problems.
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Finding good people is difficult as it is,
but relying on someone else to make
your business work is an even bigger
problem. In the early days, the start, try
keep things as lean as possible.
• Tuck into your own savings, short term
loans (such as credit cards) if you must to
access some small starting capital, but try
not lend from friends and family, it
seldom ends well.
• As a good rule of thumb, take 20% off
your expected income and add 20% to
your excepted expenses ……then you’ll
have a far more realistic scenario of
what’s to come.
• Profit is what you make at the end of a
specific period. Cash flow is what you
have on hand to pay the bills. Don’t
confuse the two!

PROFIT VS CASH FLOW
Let’s look at Mary’s Tourism Map Business again and make a few assumptions to
demonstrate the difference between profi t and cash fl ow. We know that Mary will need to
make at least R20 000 to cover her printing costs. Now let's assume she has to pay up front
for her printing. Let’s also assume all her advertisers agree to pay at the end of the following
month she makes the sale. You’re keen for the sales, so can’t be too pushy with when people
pay.
If Mary sells 30 advert blocks, 10 each month for R1 500 she will make a profit of R25 000.
Great BUT if Mary needs to pay for the map printing and some of her customers only pay the
month after it’s printed ….Mary has a cash flow problem. She will be short of “cash” to pay
for the map printing EVEN though she has technically made a profit.
Cash flow depends on WHEN you get paid and WHEN you pay your suppliers and other
bills. This seldom works out smoothly that one person pays you the day before you have to
pay someone else. It just does not work out like that. So pay attention to these monthly
nuances of money in and money out.
Costs

Jan

Feb

March

April

Map Printing
Total Costs

R 20000

Income
Advert sales (R1500 each)
Sells 10 advert blocks / month but
everyone pays only at the end of the
following month
Cash flow
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0

R 15000

R 15000

R 15000

-R 5000

R 10000

R 25000
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BOOTSTRAPPING, THE MAGIC
FORMULA, IF YOU CAN

B

ootstrapping is building a company
from the ground up with nothing but
personal savings, with some lateral
thinking and a spot of luck, the cash comes
in primarily from the first sales.
.
Think of self funding models or how you can
bootstrap your business or venture. If you can
do this, you’ve given yourself a head start like
no other! Here are some examples
…..Ok, so something like Bob’s Dog Walking
business, Bob thinks he can’t start this
business because he needs to buy 10 dog
leashes and he does not have the money to do
so. Ok Bob, how about you just walk 2x dogs
with the leashes you do have, then use the
money you make from the 2 clients to buy an
extra leash and tomorrow you can take 3 dogs,
the next day, buy another, then you can take 4
dogs. See where I’m going with this?
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Or Sally and her home-made meals, Sally
could say, well my oven does not have enough
space to make the 400 meals a month I need.
Well Sally, how about only doing what you can
for the first month and put the money you
make away into a savings account so in 3
months you’d have enough to buy the bigger
oven? Or how about finding the perfect oven,

approaching the supplier and telling them
what you want to do. You could offer them to
put an advert for their amazing ovens in with
each meal you cook and do a video on how to
use this oven which you will share to your
social media and they can use for advertising.
This is a win win deal. Or offer people a
discount for paying for their meals a month in
advance, so you have the cash you need?
The “buy now” “get later” model of many
crowd funding websites is also a great option
to explore. One example we have of one of
our entrepreneurs is he needed a lot of money
to build a campsite, we’ll call him John. John,
had a piece of land near a big tourist attraction
and needs R500 000 for fencing, showers,
buildings and the likes. He had no idea how he
could even begin to start without that money.
So John starts a campaign where people can
“buy a week’s free camping every year for the
rest of their lives” for just R5 000, he just needs
100 people who visit this area every year on
holiday and go camping with their families to
buy into his deal …and it’s an attractive offer.
For a family of four people a week’s camping
alone for just two or three years would cost a
lot more than R5000. The campers get a great
deal and John gets the money he needs.

DO A BASIC BUDGET
Income

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Funds introduced
Sales
Other Income

Resources

Other Income
Total income
Expenses

A

A

A

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Phone & internet
Insurance

Budgeting is really easy if you have access
to Microsoft Excel. Spend some time
learning basic formulas and calculations
using Excel. Excel even comes packaged
with a few budget templates you can make
use of.

Cost of goods
Other expenses
Other expenses
Total expenses
Total Profit / Loss
Cash Flow

B

B

B

A-B (C)

A-B (D)

A-B (E)

C

D+C

E+D
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You can also try places like mint.com or
quicken.com for help with basic budgeting.
But get onto Google and just search for
“help creating a budget” and you’ll have an
endless batch of free resources to use.
Google is your friend and the sooner you
start learning how to figure this stuff out, the
better.

FINANCE, FINDING THE MOOLAH

I

s there a way you could start super small,
just stock one or two products or just offer
a limited service to start getting towards
the sales you need?
Project your sales and income over two years.
This always helps paint a better picture. For
example Sally’s cooking business needs 10
customers a month to make the money she
needs. Getting those first ten is tricky and profits
may be low. BUT if she does a good job, in
month two she can find another ten customers
PLUS she should still have the first ten customers
from her first month, she now has 20 customers
in total. By month three, she could have thirty
customers and by the end of the year 120

customers …..at which point, you’re making
good profits and the thing that was holding you
up in month one is a distant memory. We find
projecting this slow, steady growth, really does
help show you a model where you can start with
just a small customer base, do things simply with
what you have and slowly, month on month scale
up.

Can you offer and trade agreements to sidestep
the need for cash, for example, Sally could offer a
free morning cooking workshop for customers at
the shop where she wants to buy a new oven in
exchange for the oven? Or Mary could offer the
graphic designer who designs her tourist map a
free advert on the back page to advertise their
business in exchange for their time.

Is there someone you can partner with who can
supply the products as risk or do a specific
service for you and be paid later? Most business
people accept this sort of risk. It’s a lot more
common than you think, you just need to ask and
have a good case to make.

T H I N K L AT E R A L LY A N D F I N D
SOLUTIONS. SPEAK TO US, USE
G O O L E , A S K A R O U N D, T H E R E ’ S
ALWAYS A WORKABLE SOLUTION,
ALWAYS!
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PRIORITISING WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES
Expenses

Cost per month

Priority

Rent or mortgage
Utilities (water & electricity)
Groceries/ toiletries

Exercise

Car fuel/ travel fees
Insurance (car, health and/or life)/ medical
Debt/ loan repayments / suppliers
Education related fees (yourself or family
member)
Courses / learning (e.g. accounting or
language)
Savings
Retirement funds
Eating out/ take out, home leisure food or
social drinks
Entertainment (e.g. cinema, netflix, DSTV)
Gym/fitness membership
General memberships (e.g. magazine)
Cell phone / internet / communications
Hobbies and general fun
Charity / donations
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Go through the list of possible average
person’s monthly expenses. Add extra rows
if you need. Now go through and list your
actual expenses for each column. Then go
through and prioritise these. Give it a 10 if
it’s an absolutely, unavoidable expense and
1 if it’s something you could stop spending
on tomorrow.
Now take anything with a score below 5 and
see if you can actually start saving this
amount. And things above 5, look at ways
you can reduce the cost.
Overall, you’d be surprised at how much
you can trim your expenses and put away
extra savings without trying very hard. Pull
out your bank statements and get brutal
about where you spend your money and
maximise what you have to reinvest into
your business. But know where you money
goes!

LEGAL STUFF, DEATH & TAXES, THE
ONLY TWO CERTAINTIES

W

e’re not going to harp on in too
much detail in his section, but
there’s some important things
to cover from a legal and tax perspective
which are useful to understand.
Get your company legally registered, this
takes less than a week and a super simple
process. There’s all sorts of questions around
what sort of company to register and in South
Africa, and pros and cons BUT at the end of
the day, if you run your business well and do
things by the book, the type of company
should not really matter much. Unless of
course your social enterprise is a non profit
company, in which case you should register a
Non-Profit Company (NPC)
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Most companies just need one director and
you’re good to go. We would suggest
avoiding having too many directors as it
makes things like opening a bank account or
getting things signed off a spot onerous.
Unless you have business partners or people
with a share in your business, keep it as
simple as you can.

Opening a business bank account ….once
you have a company registered, this is again,
a dead simple process. Especially for a
company cheque account without any
overdrafts or loan facilities, you can have this
solved in a morning.

THESE LEGAL THINGS AND BANKING,
PA P E R W O R K , B U R E AU C R AT I C
P R O C E S S E S M AY S E E M PA I N F U L A N D
UNNECESSARY BUT TRUST ME, THE
DAY WILL COME WHERE YOU ARE
G L A D YO U D O N E T H I N G S P R O P E R LY
AND BY THE BOOK. IF YOU WANT TO
BE SEEN AS PROFESSIONAL AND
RELIABLE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS,

YOU NEED TO BE OPERATING AS
SUCH..

DEATH & TAXES, THE ONLY TWO CERTAINTIES

Taxes and Accounts

G

et an accountant, they’re invaluable and
for a small start up business, this service
should cost less than R1000 per month
and they sort all this out for you. But be sure to
actually meet your accountant and understand
what they do and what you’re paying for. We
have found that most accountants are pretty
reliable and a huge help. But it's your
responsibility to understand what they do and
when they do it. The responsibility for tax and
similar returns is your responsibility.
We understand this can be the ultimate fear for a
new business owner, but her’s the good news.
When your first start out, tax, tax returns etc….
are not something to worry about. You only need
to do a return to the taxman a couple of times a
year and depending on the nature and turnover

in your business, it’s highly unlikely you even
need to think or worry about any of this for your
first 3-6 months. Focus on growing your business.
If you’re making enough money to be liable for
turnover tax or income tax etc….. then you’re
making enough money to pay your accountant to
sort this out for you.
Keep all your receipts and be sure to have
invoices for everything you have coming into
your bank account. Everything you pay for
through your business is tax deductible and
small businesses can make a decent profit before
they need to pay any tax. There are also many tax
incentives for small, new businesses. As an
example (and just an example, it’s best to keep
up to date with the specifics with an accountant)
but as a small business, your first say R100 000
profit is tax free and your own personal income
up to R70 000 is also tax free, so you can make

R170 000 profit tax free. You only pay tax on
profit NOT turnover. So there’s a lot of ways your
business can on paper “break even” but also
provide you with a decent income and quality of
life. Keep a record of ALL Your expenses,
including any salary you pay yourself or
equipment you purchase or people you hire to
help.

DEATH & TAXES, THE ONLY TWO CERTAINTIES

O

ur message here is
simple, make sure you
do things by the book,
l e g a l l y, g e t h e l p f ro m a n
accountant BUT you do not need
to do this yourself or even think /
worry about it for the first few
months of your business.
Focus on growing your business,
once you're up and running,
trading successfully, then worry
about this. It will take a decent
accountant a week to catch up on
six months of your books and you
(for new small businesses) will likely
need to do a return for tax at the

end of your first year of trading. So
not an urgency or something to
keep you awake at night OK?
If you have the R1000 per month,
go for it and get an accountant on
board ASAP. If you need your
business to grow a bit first, don’t
worry about waiting a while before
doing this. BUT Don’t wait years
b e f o re d o i n g t h i s , w e ’ d n o t
recommend more than 3-6 months.
VAT
If your turnover os under R1 million
or so per year, don’t worry about
registering for VAT, do this when

you need to, for a start up small
business, it is an extra headache to
worry about and you’ll probably
need the help of an accountant to
do this, so keep it simple as long as
you can.
H o w e v e r, i f y o u r b u s i n e s s
purchases a lot of goods and
spends a large amount on vatabale
items ….you will want to register for
vat (so you can claim this expense
back) …..and you will want an
accountant to help!
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WHAT ARE YOUR LEGAL RISKS?
List all the things that could go wrong, where your
customers may be negative impacted. Think along
the lines of maybe a lost delivery parcel or someone
getting injured or a product that needs to be
returned?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Useful Advice
Get onto the internet and search for a
business that’s similar to yours, go to their
website and look for their terms and
conditions or disclaimers or returns policy.
Scan through these documents and see
what applies to you. Now that you have that
and your own list of risks, how can you put
these into a solid Terms and Conditions
document so all your customers understand
exactly what you’re providing and what’s
expected of them. We know people seldom
ever read these things but it’s important to
ensure everyone knows where they stand
and for you to act within the law.
There are a host of places online such as
https://legaldocx.co.za/ where you can get
advice and free templates to use.
But the important part here is to ensure you
understand your duty to your customers and
what your customers need to know.

PRICING ….WHAT TO CHARGE

W

hat do I charge for my product
or service? Ok, let’s deal with
this bit by bit, but first a few
important considerations and things to
understand
People will always pay for something that is
perceived as having value, it’s your job to
make your product valuable. A good
example if something like a banana vs an
organic banana, people pay double for the
organic banana because they see the extra
value in the “organic” …..what value to you
add? (See the next section for more on this)
What do your competitors charge, this is easy
enough to find out. All you need to do is offer
a better service or more value and you can
happily charge more or even less if you can.
Having said you can charge less, beware of a
strange piece of human psychology. In
tourism for example, two hotels with identical
standards and offering, the one that charges
more will get more bookings. People think,
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“hmmm, I’m on a once in a lifetime holiday,
I’d rather pay an extra R50 and be sure it’s a
good quality room.” If something is too
cheap, people will often take the more
expensive option to be “safe” ….cheapest
does not always win.

AS LONG AS YOUR PRICE IS
J U S T I F I E D, C O M P E T I T I V E A N D
YOU ARE DEAD CLEAR ABOUT
WHY YOU CHARGE THE PRICE
YOU CHARGE AND THE VALUE
YOU BRING, YOU CAN CHARGE
WHAT YOU WANT!!!
Also remember, prices are not fixed, you can
adjust, tweak, offer specials, all sorts of
things. This is not something to get bogged
down in. Just make sure that what you charge
for your product or service covers the
expenses and your time adequately.

IS THE PRICE RIGHT?
What is your overhead cost per product or
service? Is this higher or lower than you
competitors?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Is your price higher, no worries, but what
extra value can you add for the extra cost?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Is there a way you could charge a lot more
or a lot less and still have a viable business?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Don’t Forget
People will pay more if you
can demonstrate value. We
see this every day where
people will buy a more
expensive product or service
because they feel it’s more
reliable or better made.
Conversely, people will also
look for a good deal and feel
like they’re getting a bargain.
It’s all about the value you
attach to the price tag, not the
price tag itself

SUPPLIERS AND OTHER PRICELESS
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS

B

usiness relationships are some of
the most important relations you
will need to manage after your
customers. In many cases, these have a
direct impact on your customers too, so
get it right.

shipped within hours, but the courier
company gets the package lost. Who’s the
customer going to blame? This also works
the other direction too where your suppliers
provide such exceptional service or quality
that it improves your entire offering!

Business relationships vary from a supplier of
mechanise you sell or equipment you need
to do your work or even something simple
like a courier to deliver something for you. If
you’re an estate agent, you need a good
lawyer to help draw up documents for your
buyers, if you have a catering business,
someone needs to supply you with fresh
produce if you have a website design
business, someone will provide you with
hosting and technical support.

Bottom line, every supplier or business to
business relationship you have, you want it
personal, you want to take the time and meet
the people you will be doing business with.
Explore ways the relationship can be even
more mutually beneficial.

Without these relationships it’s unlikely you
can do business. Many, many, many
businesses owners have done everything
right only to fall foul because their suppliers
let them down. Imagine if you own an online
store, your product is perfect, orders were
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THE BEST WAY TO ENSURE THIS
ASPECT OF YOUR BUSINESS IS
SMOOTH IS TO GO HAVE A
COFFEE WITH YOUR BUSINESS
SUPPLIERS OR SERVICE
PROVIDERS, TALK ABOUT WHAT
Y O U D O A N D W H Y Y O U D O I T. D O
THEY SHARE YOUR VALUES?

MARKETING …..YOUR VALUE

T

his is arguably, the single most
important concept to get your head
around. Read it slowly, again and
again if needed!
Your value …this is central to the Social
entrepreneurship theme, what good do you
do, how do you make people’s lives better,
how are you helping your community, what’s
your value? This concept is best explained
with some examples
A few weeks ago I had a video call with a
potential client who had what I felt was a fairly
"weak" business idea. Probably more because
I did not understand the concept and market
very well. But that aside, I sat there through
most the call, trying to be positive, but
thinking to myself, "this is going to be a hard
sell”
But then, in an instant it all changed. The
client started waxing lyrical about her mission
around helping people unlock their creativity
and the sense of satisfaction people get when
they make something with their own hands.
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Her enthusiasm was palatable and instantly I
moved from this being something with a
50/50 chance of success to this being a
brilliant idea, riddled with potential. That
simple addition / mind shift from the
"product" to the "purpose" CHANGED
EVERYTHING about this business idea.
I picked up a big lesson. No matter how odd
or simple an idea is, no matter how small the
market may appear, if you have a bigger
purpose behind your business idea, it will
work. It's not about selling a product or
service, it's about adding value to people's
lives. If you can add value and have a bigger
purpose, everything else will follow. That's
really what social entrepreneurship is all
about, it's about more than sales and profit,
it's about the underlying purpose. How are
you making someone's life more enriched or
helping your community or making our
planet a better place to live in? Get that right
and the rest will follow.

MARKETING …..YOUR VALUE
Another example I recall is an episode of
“ S h a r k Ta n k ” a T V p r o g r a m w h e r e
entreprenurs can pitch their idea to investors
for business support and funding.
These two ladies came on and were selling
“sarongs” or “kikois” as we know them in
Africa ….I saw this and thought, what a poor
business idea, we can buy these anywhere.
And to make it worse, they were selling these
kikois for the equivalent of over R600 each,
where you could probably buy them for R100
each.
Then they started talking about their
turnover, these kikois were selling like
hotcakes, they’d sold thousands and
thousands of these. How is this possible? You
see, their business model was bigger than
just selling kikois, they were partnering with a
local village in Uganda and woman made
these by hand and got a share of the profits
which went into a fund in the village for
children’s education. People were buying
these kikois at a silly price because they
shared the vision and could see the value
that supporting this business would have on
the villagers who were making them.
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Even at a local, very different level, we have a
local hardware store that has installed
dustbins at all our local beaches, they
maintain these dustbins, have signs
encouraging people not to litter and of
course their own branding all over these
dustbins. I always shop at this hardware store
because of this. I feel that they care about the
ocean and our beaches, something that’s
important to me too. So even if it’s just a little
bit, some of my profit is going towards
something good.
Another classic example is Blake Mycoskie,
founder of TOMS shoes. In 2006 after a visit
to Argentina where he learned that many
children get sick or injured because they do
not have shoes to wear. He created TOMS, a
business that donates one pair of shoes to
needy people for every pair that's bought. So
far, the company has donated more than a
million pairs of shoes and doing brilliantly.

T H I S “ D O G O O D ” M O D E L S I M P LY
WORKS! MAKE IT CENTRAL TO
YOUR BUSINESS

WHAT’S YOUR VALUE
What value do you offer? Be clear about the
benefits of supporting your business?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

How would customers experience this value
themselves?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

List at least five things that makes your
business totally unique?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Get your value right and you have the start
of a brilliant marketing campaign. Your value
is also your passion ….go back to earlier
sections on your passions, the things you
want to change and problems you want to
solve to refresh your mind on some ideas
around your value.
Many businesses also start out just solving a
problem and “accidentally” become serious
businesses themselves as people support
and get behind the idea.
Be clear about your value. Be transparent
about what you’re doing and why. Make
this the central theme of your business.
You’re not selling organic bananas,
you’re caring for people’s health, you're
helping minimise the use of pesticides,
you want to help people be healthier, you
want to help our planet become more
sustainable.

SO WHO ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS?

T

his could be via your own network
of friends and family, it could be at
a local market, it could be via some
facebook adverts or a poster in the local
shopping centre.
Don’t worry so much right now how, try to
visualise who these people would actually
be. It helps if you know two or three friends
who would certainly support your business.
You will learn as you go along and be able to
better understand your customers, but an
important starting point is having some sort
of idea who you’ll be targeting. And we’re
going to use the word targeting again a lot
later. Your marketing needs to target a
specific audience or group of people and
communicate to them in a very specific way.
The more specific, the more niche, the easier
marketing becomes.
Most online advertising platforms such as
Google Adverts or Facebook Adverts allow
you to define a very specific audience down
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to incredible detail - if you own a holiday
cottage you want to rent out which has
excellent bird watching, you can target
people from specific cities, then specific
suburbs (the suburbs where people may
have enough money to go on holiday
regularly) you can target interests such as
“bird watching” “hiking” “ecotourism” etc….
you can then also say target “women
between the ages of 30 and 50” as they may
be the ones planning family holidays. So
when you start running adverts, the adverts
go to these specific people only and you only
pay to show the advert to people who are
interested.
This targeting can become a bit of a science
but for now, the important part if that you
understand why it's important to segment
your market and why. The more detail you
can gather, the clearer the picture of who
your customisers are, the easter it becomes
to reach them.

WHO ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS??
There’s no shortcuts here. The more you
can understand about your customers
and supporters the better. These
customer profiles will give you some
useful insight into where to market and
how to market, what sorts of things your
clients like or where they hang out, all
very important to understand!

Percentage Male vs female and age group?____________________________________________________________________
Which cities or towns do they live in?______________________________________________
What other hobbies do they typically have in common?_____________________________
What other interests do they typically have in common? ___________________________
What do they do in their free time? _______________________________________________
What magazines or websites do they read?-__________________________________________________
Do they travel or go away? Where to, how often? ___________________________________
What other things would they buy at the same time as yours? or other services they may
need or be looking at? __________________________________________________________
What values, social and environmental causes are important to them? ________________
What sort of words would they put into Google to find your service or product? ______
What sort of Facebook pages or groups do they follow or belong to relevant to your
product, service or value? _______________________________________________________
Any other unique features they have? _____________________________________________
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Return customer coming back for more

YOUR CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Think about the various steps your
customers (and different types of
customers) would have when
engaging with your business. What
would each process involve and what
do you need to do or provide for each
step of that journey. How do you
ensure that journey is seamless,
exceptional and pleasant for your
customers? Remembering that
different types of customers will want
different things along the way.
How do you keep in contact with your
customers along the way and how
does this contact look, what means
do they have to give you feedback?

Customer feedback, shares their journey /
feedback with you and others

Customer uses your product or service

Customer makes decision to purchase /
support your business

Point of interest, customer isn’t a customer yet
but interested
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SOME REAL ACTION. YOUR
BUSINESS PROFILE

S

o, you’ve got a plan, you’ve got
your business idea priced, you’re
clear about the social or
environmental value that you're offering
people, you’re doing good, you know who
your customers are. You’re ready to go to
start but you need some stuff.
Some basics. A business profile, a logo, some
online presence. Phew. where to start?
A business profile is a useful starting
document as you’ll be forced to sit down and
create what is essentially your first advert. A
clear, who you are and what you do
document.
Let’s get started with your business profile
Go back to the very beginning, where you
were brewing your idea and described your
business idea in less than 20 words. Review
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each of those sections, they still the same?
Edit, adjust, get it just right.
Now put down in a separate document, your
business concept, your elevator pitch, explain
the problem it solves for your customers and
the reasons your customers should support
you (the value) and just like that you have a
basic profile.
Keep it short, to the point. This will be the
basis of your future advertising and if you
look around online and in local media,
adverts seldom have lots of words, it’s all
about what it is, why use it and the value then
contact details, that’s it. Ok, put that on a
shelf somewhere for now.

YOUR PITCH - YOU HAVE 30 SECONDS TO CONVINCE ME
Less than 20 words ….what do you do?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Less than 20 words …how do you do this
and how is it different from others? Your
USP’s
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Why do you do this, what is the value you
add?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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LOGO & BRANDING

B

randing! Let’s start at the top, your
company identity and logo. Many
people spend HUGE amounts of
time getting the perfect logo and identity
together.
We don’t suggest stressing over this too
much. Fact, as you grow and expand, your
level of professionalism and image will also
evolve and you’re likely to improve and
adjust on these things.
When it comes to your branding, don’t stress
about getting it perfect, make is simple,
professional, representing you and that’s
good enough. A logo does nothing, your
brand is what you make people feel when
they use your service or support your
business. You could ask “ what does a shell
have to do with oil?” …..Nothing but when
people see that shell, they make the
association.
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Getting a logo designed is also simpler and
cheaper than you think. If you’re on one of
our courses, we would do this for you. If you’
want to go it alone, just Google “design logo
free online” and you’’ll have a plethora of
places to start. Yes, we agree, it may not be
perfect BUT it’s a start. The whole idea of this
program is not to tweak your business to
perfection it’s about getting it started and
accepting that you have plenty of time to
evolve, improve and get things just the way
you want it. The trick is in the starting.

A LOGO DOES NOTHING, YOUR
BRAND IS WHAT YOU MAKE
PEOPLE FEEL WHEN THEY USE
YOUR SERVICE OR SUPPORT
YOUR BUSINESS. THIS TAKES
TIME TO DEVELOP

YOUR BRANDING - GETTING THE FEEL RIGHT
Pick three words that best describe your
brand, how you do business, how you want
people to feel about you and your
business? Can you match these words to a
dominant colour on the left?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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YOUR BRANDING - GETTING THE FEEL RIGHT
A font says as much about your business as
your colours or actual logo does. Have a
look though the options on your left, do any
of these stand out as a dominant font family
or type? Remember, this is not about what
you like or dislike, this is about what others
will feel, experience and assume when
seeing your brand
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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YOUR BRANDING - GETTING THE FEEL RIGHT
Now what did you have in mind for a logo
picture? Or can it just be stylised text?
Google some ideas, play around with
different images, colours and fonts using
MS Word or Powerpoint. Or just draw it by
hand, get a feel for what you like or at least
a concept.
Now go and Google “Online Free Logo
Design” and you’ll have a range of options
for turning your concept into a real final,
professional logo. Or alternatively, use
somewhere like fiverr.com where you can
hire a freelance graphic designer to do the
final layout for you at a bargain price. Or
even better, find a friend or family member.
Just get it done!
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GETTING ONLINE - THE NOT SO
BASIC BASICS

O

K, so you now have a logo, now
you need some sort of online
presence at a minimum.

come up with some new ideas, approaches
or things you didn't think about, just get your
basic profiles going.

First thing we recommend is adding your
business to Google Business. This is free and
an incredibly powerful way to get yourself
online. Search for say “plumbers + your
town” on Google and you’ll see a map and
listing of all plumbers, whether they have a
website or not. You can add photos to this
profile, operating hours, services, you name
it. It’s dead easy to do and a good place to
start. Just go to this link and do it https://
www.google.com/intl/en_za/business/

Plan the next weeks online work, what can
you do on each of your platforms, once a day
to make them better? It could be just
uploading a photo of your new product or it
could be offering some expert advice on
what you’re good at. Just keep adding daily
and building some sort of online presence.

The same goes for a Facebook Profile,
Instagram profile and LinkedIn Profiles, set
them all up, this shouldn't take more than a
day. Use the wording from your profile we
created earlier ….this is your basis. As you go
through some of these platforms you may
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This takes time. But if you go back to your
“why you do this” “your value add” ….you’ll
have lots to talk about. The trick is to make it
busy, create a sense of “established” - ask
your friends and family to review your
business, give you a 5 star rating on
Facebook and Google Business.

GETTING ONLINE

W

hat other online
platforms could be
useful for your
industry / area of expertise?
As some examples, if you're in
tourism related industries, you’ll
want to also be listed on places
like TripAdvisor if you have a dog
walking business, you may want
to get a listing on the local
veterinarians’ website page under
resources. You decide. Theres
scores of places, mostly free. Just
start getting your name out there.
Do this religiously every day for
an hour or two. Write blog posts

you can share around a topic you
know well, share your
experiences, offer advice, just get
busy. We’re more than happy to
talk through some ideas for your
basic online campaigns and
brainstorm. The important thing is
to start getting your name out
there!
Don’t forget things like local
Facebook Groups, WhatsApp
groups, some of these groups are
strict about advertising but others
are not.

WE DO FOCUS A LOT ON
ONLINE MARKETING
BECAUSE IT’S THE
QUICKEST AND MOST
EFFECTIVE WAY OF
GETTING YOURSELF OUT
T H E R E … . .T H E R E A R E O F
COURSE EXCEPTIONS
A N D D O N ’ T F O R G E T,
N OT H I N G B E AT S FAC E TO
FAC E M A R K E T I N G ! D O N ’ T
N E G L E C T I T.
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ONLINE SOCIAL AND OTHER MARKETING PLATFORMS
Start off with some research. What do each of the icons
on this tree represent? Get to know each platform and
its strengths…..once you’ve done that, answer these
Which five of these can you start using
immediately and how?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Which three of these are important but
you’re not sure how to use them?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

What other websites or platforms can you find which would be
valuable to include? Think especially hard around websites
specific to your industry or that your community uses a lot?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

GETTING ONLINE - YOUR WEBSITE

N

ow you’re probably wondering
about getting a website and
proper online presence, your own
email address, your own website.
This is so important but a skill set not
everyone has. The good news is if you’re on
one of our programs, we would sort this out
for you, with you. If you’re going it alone,
there are many places you can get a basic
website for free such as Google Free Website
Builder https://www.google.com/intl/en_za/
business/website-builder/ it’s intuitive and
spend a day figuring it out and you’re on
your way. No excuses.
If you really really lack the technical ability to
do this yourself, we do highly recommend
taking the time to learn. If you get stuck, just
look on Youtube, there’s literally hundreds of
step by step videos to do anything. If you’re
running your own business, you’re going to
need to learn and understand this stuff!
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There are so many free online resources for
small businesses, from free photographs to
use on your website to free website software
and free programs to learn. There’s just no
excuse. Use Google to find information, get
help or just call us!

USE GOOGLE. NO MATTER WHAT
Y O U WA N T T O D O, S O M E W H E R E
ON THE INTERNET IS SOMEONE
WHO CAN DO WHAT YOU WANT
FOR FREE. IF WEBSITES AND
ONLINE WORK IS NEW TO YOU,
R E S E A R C H , D I G A R O U N D, WAT C H
YOUTUBE “HOW TO VIDEOS” IT’S
THE FUTURE, LEARN THESE
SKILLS, YOU CAN’T GO WRONG.

THINKING ABOUT YOUR WEBSITE - WHAT TO INCLUDE?

What is your call to action ….. what are
the first things you want people to know
and how can you display this clearly on
your home page?

Your
website

Map out your website, what pages will
you have, how will your customers flow
from one part to the next. Do an actual
mock layout. Each page needs a
purpose

How will you keep in touch with people
visiting your website, can you get their
email addresses or direct them to your
social media pages. Find a way to get
information from your website visitors. A
free trial or discount voucher, a newsletter?
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Your website is your
public profile and an
essential must have for
any modern business or
organisation.
Keep it simple, websites
are about information not
just pretty pictures. Tell
your story, find ways to
engage with your clients
through your website.
Also keep in mind that
most people will access
your website from a
mobile phone, plan for
this, don’t have reams of
text that’s difficult to read
and do ensure your
layout is mobile friendly
and easy to click and
navigate with a finger.
Simple always wins!

YOUR FIRST MARKETING
CAMPAIGN?

S

o, you’re all going, you’re getting
your first customers, time to start
your first marketing campaign.

This is very difficult for us (in the context of
this booklet) to outline a one size fits all
approach, this really needs some clear
understanding of your business to get really
creative.
The most valuable approach you can take
here is to tell your story, who you are, what
you and and most importantly, why you do it.
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Give people a reason to support your
business, get sales without actually needing
to sell. People buy stuff from people, not
from businesses. Once you have a story, find
ways to share the story, even better, find ways
to get other people to share your story.

MARKETING IS NEVER ENDING
AND YOU NEED TO BE
CO N STA N T LY LO O K I N G F O R N E W
APPROACHES AND NEW ANGLES
TO REACH YOUR CLIENTS.

GETTING YOUR BUSINESS KNOWN, HOW CAN YOU SHARE
YOUR STORY?
Here are some ideas to get the creative juices flowing,
which of these can you incorporate or implement as part
of your plan?
Host a networking meeting or evening talk on a subject
you’re passionate about, invite people from your
community.
Providing after-sale follow up, ask customers for a review,
ask them to refer you to a friend - online reviews (good
ones) are absolute GOLD
Find some way of going the ‘extra mile’ and providing
benefits that exceed initial expectations.
Send out a newsletter and ask customers for feedback and
what they would like to see in the future.
Join local trade associations, chamber of businesses etc…
get out, network, speak to people, have conversations.
Find someone in your network of friends and family who
may know someone that knows someone influential who
you can maybe call on to give your business a shout out
on social media.
Find likeminded people or organisations you can work
with and who you can share marketing campaigns with.
Host an event where people can come and experience
your service or product for free.
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Do short videos on your phone on who you are and what
you do, make it personal, share it far and wide.
Invite a journalist from your local newspaper to do a story
on the social or environmental issue you’re passionate
about, use the opportunity to explain what you’re doing.
Get some free training from Facebook BluePrint on how to
run your own facebook adverts (it’s so easy) https://
www.facebook.com/business/learn
Contact ad advert representative from Google to help you
set up business adverts, they’ll help you through this
process for free.
Make an infographic on an important subject relating to
your business that people can share.
Start a referral program where customers can get a
discount or incentive to refer their friends. Referrals are
crazy valuable!
Run an online contest ….also a great way to grow a
database
Use Guerrilla marketing tactics …..what events and
gatherings can you show up at and use to your benefit,
even if it’s just a branded T-Shirt.

READY TO START DOING BUSINESS

Y
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ou’re ready to launch, have you
given some thought to how this
launch could look and how you
can use your official opening to reach new
customers and make sure you start out
with a bang? You should be thinking
about it.

Try run through a mock sales or customer
journey process with your friends and family
to make sure everything is smooth and there
are no glitches.

But you also have a lot of other things to
check, double check and make sure you’re
ready. You’re bound to need some things like
invoice templates, business contracts ….all
sorts of things and best to ensure you have
all of this in place.

READY TO DELIVER ON WHAT YOU

B U T M O ST I M P O RTA N T LY YO U
NEED TO ENSURE YOU ARE 100%
SAY YOU’RE GOING TO DELIVER
ON, SO CHECK, DOUBLE CHECK,
TRIPLE CHECK! YOU WANT TO
IMPRESS RIGHT OFF THE BAT!

YOUR PRE-LAUNCH CHECKLIST
Do you have all these in place already? What do you still
need to do, what can you add to this checklist?

You have a profile and dead clear on what clients can
expect and what you offer?
You have written T’s and C’s?
Your business is registered and you have a bank account?
You have means to invoice clients and keep financial
records (even if it’s just on excel)
You’re listed on Google Business and have at least 3 or 4
well written and active social media pages?
You’ve got your friends and family to rate your business
online as 5 stars!
You’ve got your business name, letterheads, email
signatures and those sort of essentials in place?
You’ve tested your product and service on your friends
and family?
You’ve tested the actual sales and administrative
processes on your friends and family?
You have means to keep in contact with your clients, email
database, phone number database etc….
It’s easy and simple for customers to reach you?
You have a FAQ and a business profile you can send
potential customers or supporters?
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You’ve spoke to an accountant and registered for tax or at
least have a short term plan to do this?
You have insurance and covered your identified risks?

THE MAGIC INGREDIENT CONSISTENCY

A

final thought and observation we
have had over the years.
Everything we have done up till
now is the easy part. The difficult part is
keeping it going, especially when times
seem tough. This is particularly relevant to
your efforts in marketing and sales.

Be sure to have a week planner where you
schedule time for the essential business work
you need to do, the marketing, the admin,
the growth planning.

Consistency is key. Most businesses start off
with a flurry of enthusiasm and then slowly
over time, those day to day tasks start falling
away in favour of the “critical must do today”
things. Don’t fall into this trap and make sure
you set aside time each day and each week
to work on your business growth.

THE OTHER PRIORITIES AND

If you can consistently find ways to keep
marketing yourself, consistently reach out to
new contacts, clients or partners on social
media, constantly provide that epic service,
consistently find ways to improve your
business offering and consistently identity
and fix problems, you’ll fly.
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D O T H E S E T H I N G S C O N S I S T E N T L Y,
D A I L Y, W E E K L Y, R E G A R D L E S S O F
CHALLENGES. CONSISTENCY WILL
P A Y O F F.
Keep involved
Join our online network
Join one of our Unearthed Gatherings
Get onto one of our Unearthed Trails and
Two Week Planning programs
Keep an eye on our website and social
media for resources, ideas, examples, tools
Share your stories with us!

CONTACT US
DUNCAN@ETC-AFRICA.COM
+27 (0) 83 2255960
W W W . U N E A R T H E D - A C A D E M Y. O R G

